This paper describes the design, implementation and performance of a family of protocols for survivable, decentralized data storage. These protocols exploit storage-node versioning to efficiently achieve strong consistency semantics. These protocols allow erasure-codes to be used that achieve network and storage efficiency (and optionally data confidentiality in the face of server compromise). The protocol family is general in that its parameters accommodate a wide range of fault and timing assumptions, up to asynchrony and Byzantine faults of both storage-nodes and clients, with no changes to server implementation or client-server interface. Measurements of a prototype storage system using these protocols show that the protocol performs well under various system model assumptions, numbers of failures tolerated, and degrees of reader-writer concurrency.
Introduction
family. The response time of a mixed workload is shown to scale nearly linearly up to as many as 20 storage-nodes for three of the four selected protocols. The throughput that a 7 storage-node configuration can service is shown to scale nearly linearly as clients are added to the system until the network begins to saturate. The impact of read-write concurrency on system performance is shown to be nominal for a highly concurrent workload. Figure 1 illustrates the abstract architecture of a fault-tolerant, or survivable, distributed storage system. To write a data-item D, Client A issues write requests to multiple storage-nodes who host the data-item. To read D, Client B issues read requests to an overlapping subset of storage-nodes. This basic scheme allows readers and writers to successfully access data-items even when subsets of the storage-nodes have failed.
Background and related work
To provide reasonable storage semantics, however, the system must guarantee that readers see consistent answers. For example, assuming no intervening writes, two successful reads of D should produce the same answer (the most recent write) independent of which subset of storage-nodes are contacted.
Decentralized storage
A common data distribution scheme used in such storage systems is data replication. That is, a writer stores a replica of the new data-item value at each storage-node to which it sends a write request. Since each storage-node has a complete instance of the data-item, the main difficulty is identifying and retaining the most recent instance. It is often necessary for a reader to contact multiple storage-nodes to ensure that it sees the most recent instance. Examples of distributed storage systems that use this design include Harp [34] , Petal [33] , BFS [8] , and Farsite [1] . Some distributed storage systems spread data among storage-nodes more space-efficiently, using era-sure coding or even simple striping. With striping, a data-item is divided into fragments, all of which are needed to reconstruct the entire data-item. With erasure coding, a data-item is encoded into a set of fragments such that any sufficient subset allows reconstruction. (A primitive version of this is the RAID mechanism [45] of striping plus parity computed across the stripe units.) With these data distribution schemes, reads require fragments from multiple servers. Moreover, the set of fragments must correspond to the same write operation or else the reconstituted "data" will be incoherent. Examples of distributed storage systems that use erasure coding include Zebra [21] , SwiftRAID [35] , Intermemory [10] , Cheops [4] , Myriad [9] , and PASIS [59, 60] . A challenge that must be confronted in the design of decentralized storage systems is that of partially completed write operations. Write operations in progress and incomplete write operations by clients that crash are both instances of partially completed write operations. A common approach to dealing with partial writes in non-Byzantine-tolerant systems is two-phase commit [20] . This works for both replication and erasure coding, but adds a round-trip for every write. The partial write problem can also be addressed via "repair," which involves a client or storage-node distributing a partially written value to storage-nodes that have not seen it. This is only an option for systems using erasure codes when partial writes provide enough information to reconstruct the original data.
A common approach to dealing with concurrency is to suppress it, either via leases [19] or optimistic concurrency control [31] . Alternately, many non-Byzantine-tolerant systems (e.g., Harp [34] and Petal [33] ) serialize their actions through a primary storage-node, which becomes responsible for completing the update.
An alternate approach to handling both problems is to have the data stored on storage-nodes be immutable [50, 51] . By definition, this eliminates the difficulties of updates for existing data. In doing so, it shifts the problem up one level; an update now consists of creating a new data-item and modifying the relevant name to refer to it. Decoupling the data-item creation from its visibility simplifies both, but making the metadata service fault-tolerant often brings back the same issues. Examples of systems that use this model include SWALLOW [50] , Amoeba [42] , and most of the recent peer-to-peer file systems (e.g., Past [52] , CFS [12] , Farsite [1] , and the archival portion of Oceanstore [30] ).
Ivy [43] provides decentralized read/write access to immutable stored data in a fashion similar to our approach. Per-client update logs (which are similar to version histories) are merged by clients at read time (which is similar to write classification in our protocol). Ivy differs from our protocol in that it does not provide strong consistency semantics in the face of data redundancy or concurrent updates. Whereas certain failures may result in unclassifiable writes in our protocol, correct operations may lead to unresolvable situations in Ivy (in this way, Ivy is similar to Coda [25] ).
Amiri et al. [4, 5] use a "stripe map" to communicate to storage-nodes the set of other storage-nodes that host related stripe units. In the Palladio project [16] , stripe maps enables the masking of partial writes by clients. Since client writes employ two-phase commit, storage-nodes can detect a failure of the client using a timeout. Upon client failure detection, the stripe map enables the storage-nodes to perform a reconciliation protocol that results in either the write being completed (repaired) or aborted (deleted at all nodes involved). In our protocol, when repair is allowed, it is initiated by clients and made possible by retaining versions on the storage-nodes. If repair is not allowed, each subsequent read operation requires the client to resolve the partial write operation.
Byzantine fault-tolerance
Most systems that tolerate Byzantine client and server failures use Byzantine fault-tolerant agreement to maintain replicated state machines [53] . Long believed to be too costly for extensive use in practice, this approach was recently employed by Castro and Liskov [8] to implement a reasonably-performing replicated NFS service. Their implementation is well suited for achieving consistent transition between immutable versions, as demonstrated by its use in Farsite [1] . Our versioning-based protocols are enabled by the fact that storage actions (read and write) are simpler than arbitrary state machines. An alternative to replicated state machines is Byzantine quorum systems [38] , of which our protocols can be viewed as employing a particular type. Byzantine quorums have been used to implement shared objects with semantics similar to those offered by replicated state machines (e.g., [37] ) and with correspondingly higher cost than we encounter here.
Herlihy and Tygar [22] were perhaps the first to apply quorums to the problem of protecting the confidentiality and integrity of replicated data against a threshold of Byzantine-faulty servers, as we do here. However, in contrast to our work, that work did not focus on achieving strong data semantics in the face of concurrent access, did not admit the full range of system models that we consider here, and did not include an implementation or performance analysis. As such, our contributions are substantially different.
Consistency semantics
Our primary target consistency semantics (linearizability [23] with read aborts) have been studied previously. Notably, Pierce [47] presents a protocol implementing these semantics in a decentralized storage system using replication. This protocol is achieved by conjoining a protocol that implements pseudo-regular semantics (regular semantics [32] with read aborts) with a "write-back" protocol (repair). The penultimate step of a read operation is to write-back the intended return value, which ensures that the return value of the read operation is written to a full quorum before it is returned. Our protocols go beyond this work by accommodating erasure-coded data and providing greater efficiency: e.g., our common case read operation is a single round. Initial work on our protocol is described in [18] .
Versioning storage-nodes in our protocol provide capabilities similar to "listeners" in the recent work of Martin, et al. [39] . The listeners protocol guarantees linearizability in a decentralized storage system. A read operation establishes a connection with a storage-node. The storage-node sends the current data-item value to the client. As well, the storage-node sends updates it receives back to the client, until the client terminates the connection. Thus, a reader may be sent multiple versions of a data item. In our protocol, readers look backward in time via the versioning storage-nodes, rather than listening into the future. Looking back in time is more message-efficient in the common case, yields a lighter-weight server implementation, and does not necessitate repair to deal with client failures.
System model
We describe the system infrastructure in terms of clients and storage-nodes. There are N storage-nodes and an arbitrary number of clients in the system.
We say that a client or storage-node is correct in an execution if it satisfies its specification throughout the execution. A client or storage-node that deviates from its specification is said to fail. We assume a hybrid failure model for storage-nodes. Up to t storage-nodes may fail, b t of which may be Byzantine faults; the remainder are assumed to crash benignly. A client or storage node that does not exhibit a Byzantine failure (it is either correct or crashes) is said to be benign. We assume that Byzantine clients and storagenodes are computationally bounded so that we can employ cryptographic primitives (e.g., cryptographic hash functions and encryption).
We assume that communication between clients and storage-nodes is point-to-point, reliable, and authenticated: A correct storage-node (client) receives a message from a correct client (storage-node) if and only if that client (storage-node) sent it. When convenient, we will represent communication using Ë AE and Ê ÁÎ primitives. A message Ê ÁÎ 'd bears an identifier of client/storage-node from which it was received.
We consider both synchronous and asynchronous models. In an asynchronous system, we make no assumptions about message transmission delays or the execution rates of clients or storage-nodes. In contrast, in a synchronous system, there are known bounds on message transmission delays between correct clients/storage-nodes and their execution rates. As well, in the synchronous model, we assume that clients and storage-nodes have loosely synchronized clocks (i.e., in the synchronous model, all clocks are synchronized to within some constant, τ, of the same value). Protocols to achieve approximate clock synchronization in today's networks are well known, inexpensive, and widely deployed [40, 41] . Alternately, a distinct synchronous communication path can be assumed for clock synchronization (e.g., GPS).
There are two types of operations in the protocol -read operations and write operations -both of which operate on data-items. Clients perform read/write operations that issue multiple read/write requests to storage-nodes. A read/write request operates on a data-fragment. A data-item is encoded into datafragments. Requests are executed by storage-nodes; a correct storage-node that executes a write request is said to host that write operation.
Clients encode data-items in an erasure-tolerant manner; thus the distinction between data-item and data-fragment. We only consider threshold erasure codes in which any m of the n encoded data-fragments can decode the data-item. Examples of such codes are replication, Reed-Solomon codes [7] , secret sharing [54] , RAID 3/4/5/6 [45] , information dispersal (IDA) [49] , short secret sharing [29] , and "tornado" codes [36] .
Storage-nodes provide fine-grained versioning, meaning that a correct storage-node hosts a version of the data-fragment for each write request it executes. Storage-nodes offer interfaces to write a data-fragment at a specific logical time, to query the greatest logical time of a hosted data-fragment, to read the hosted data-fragment with the greatest logical time, and, to read the hosted data-fragment with the greatest logical time at or before some logical time.
Consistency protocol
We have developed a family of consistency protocols that efficiently support erasure-coded data-items by taking advantage of versioning storage-nodes. Members of the protocol family are differentiated based on the system model assumed (asynchronous or synchronous, type of storage-node and client failure), the specified protocol thresholds (write and read thresholds), the specified write and read policy, additional encode mechanisms employed, and whether repair is performed. We sketch the protocol at a high level, then give more details about the asynchronous protocol under the hybrid failure model. Other members of the protocol family are reductions or slight modifications of the asynchronous consistency protocol. In Section 4.4, we discuss other protocols from the same family as the asynchronous protocol.
At a high level, the protocol proceeds as follows. Logical timestamps are used to totally order all write operations and to identify write requests from the same write operation across storage-nodes. For each write, a logical timestamp is constructed that is guaranteed to be unique and greater than that of the latest complete write (the complete write with the highest timestamp).
To perform a read operation, clients issue read requests to a set of storage-nodes. Once at least a read threshold of storage-nodes reply, the client identifies the candidate, which is the data-item version returned with the greatest logical timestamp. The set of read responses that share the timestamp of the candidate are the candidate set. The read operation classifies the candidate as complete, partial or unclassifiable. If the candidate is classified as complete, then the read operation is complete; the value of the candidate is returned. If it is classified as partial (i.e., not complete), the candidate is discarded, a new candidate is identified, previous data-item versions are requested, and classification begins anew; this sequence may be repeated. If information has been solicited from all possible storage-nodes and the candidate remains unclassifiable, the read operation aborts. 
Asynchronous protocol
We describe the asynchronous protocol in detail to give an intuition about the properties of the protocol, and the necessary conditions to achieve the properties. Pseudo-code for the asynchronous protocol is given in Figure 2 . Terms used in the pseudo-code are explained in this section. The write threshold, W min , defines a complete write operation: a write operation is complete the moment W min b benign storage-nodes have executed write requests. Intuitively, a consistency protocol must ensure that a write operation, once complete, replaces the previous value. The read threshold, R min , ensures that the protocol provides such consistency: a read operation must have at least R min read responses before identifying the candidate. Essentially, the write and read thresholds establish threshold-quorums that intersect at some number of correct storage-nodes.
Beyond ensuring consistency, the protocol should enable complete writes to be classified as such. To this end, correct clients implement write and read policies. Correct clients send write requests to all N storage-nodes; they wait for W W min write responses before continuing. The value of W depends on the system model. For example, W N t in an asynchronous system, since a client cannot wait for more responses: t storage-nodes could never respond. Correct clients consider read responses from up to R R min storage-nodes before aborting due to an unclassifiable candidate.
The major task of the read operation is to identify, and then classify, a candidate. To classify a candidate as complete, read requests from W min b correct storage-nodes that host the candidate must be collected. Two factors complicate classification: Byzantine storage-nodes and incomplete information. Up to b responses to R read requests can be arbitrary. As such, at least W min responses supporting a candidate are required to classify the candidate as complete. To be safe, all storage-nodes for which there is no information must be assumed to not host the candidate. Line 6 of Ê ´µ tests the above condition to classify the candidate under consideration. Line 1 of Ê ´µ ensures that a read operation may complete with a single round of communication.
To classify a candidate as partial, the read operation must observe that it is impossible for W min b or more correct storage-nodes to host the candidate. To be safe, all storage-nodes for which there is no information must be assumed to host the write. Line 10 of Ê ´µ tests the partial classification condition.
In some cases, it is impossible for the read operation to classify the candidate as complete or partial.
Interestingly, both partial and complete writes can be unclassifiable. Line 15 of Ê ´µ determines if the read policy (R) allows for more read requests, or if the operation must abort.
On line 1 of ÏÊÁÌ ´µ, the function Ì ÌÁÅ ´µ is called. The current logical time of the data-item is determined by considering time query responses from at least R min storage-nodes. The implementation of Ì ÌÁÅ ´µ is very similar to the function Ç Ê ´µ, except the ResponseSet consists solely of logical timestamps. The high bits of a logical timestamp are the data-item time. To make a timestamp, the client increments the data-item time and appends its client identifier and request identifier. The low bits of the timestamp distinguish write operations issued at the same logical data-item time.
The protocol supports erasure-coded data. The functions AE Ç ´µ on line 3 of ÏÊÁÌ ´µ erasure codes the data-item into N data-fragments. Conversely, function Ç ´µ on line 8 decodes m data-fragments, returning the data-item. Mechanisms that provide confidentiality and integrity guarantees can be employed in concert with erasure codes. Such mechanisms and the properties they provide are discussed more fully in Section 4.3.
Asynchronous protocol properties
We develop the protocol to have two major properties. First, it ensures the consistency of stored data-items. Second, it ensures that if all clients are correct, write and read operations that follow the write and read policies complete. In this section, we develop constraints on W min , R min , W , R, and N for the asynchronous protocol which are sufficient to achieve the desired properties. Formal statements of the desired properties and proofs that they are achieved will be provided in an extended version of this paper.
Linearizability with read aborts:
Operations are linearizable if their return values are consistent with an execution in which each operation is performed instantaneously at a distinct point in time between its invocation and completion [23] . Linearizability with read aborts restricts the definition of linearizability to write operations and read operations that return a value. As such, read operations that abort are excluded from the schedule of linearized operations. Linearizability with read aborts is similar to Pierce's "pseudoatomic consistency" [47] .
To achieve linearizability with read aborts, the protocol must ensure that a read operation will notice the latest complete write operation as a candidate (assuming the read operation does not abort). Therefore, it is necessary that a read operation and a write operation "intersect" at at least one correct storage-node:
Operations can terminate: A necessary condition for liveness in the asynchronous model is that,
Without this constraint, write and read operations could await responses forever, thus never completing. Constraints (1) and (2) yield lower bounds on W min , R min , and N (remember, W min W , and R min R):
Constraints (3) and (4) follow from substituting (2) into (1). Constraint (5) follows from the resulting lower bounds on W min and R min .
Read operations can return a value: Read operations must be able to return a value despite the presence of Byzantine storage-nodes in the system. If Byzantine storage-nodes can always fabricate write requests that a read operation deems unclassifiable, then all read operations can be forced to abort. To ensure that Byzantine storage-nodes cannot always fabricate an unclassifiable candidate, a candidate set of size b must be classifiable as partial. To classify such a candidate as partial, it is necessary that,
Constraint (6) creates a relation between the read policy, R, and the definition of a complete write (W min ). The less "aggressive" the read policy, the larger W min must be to ensure that Byzantine storagenodes cannot force all read operations to abort.
Assuming a read policy of R N t κ, where κ determines the exact read policy R, constraint (6) becomes,
Constraint (7) is more restrictive (on W min ) than our previous lower bound, t · b W min (cf. (3)). The most aggressive read policy, κ 0, yields t · 2b W min .
Correct write operations are classifiable:
Write operations by correct clients should be classifiable as complete. As such, the minimum intersection of write requests and read requests at correct storage-nodes guaranteed by the write and read policies must ensure sufficient information to classify the candidate as complete:
The term W · R N is the minimum intersection of write and read requests; up to b of the storage-nodes in the intersection may be Byzantine. Assuming the most aggressive write and read policies (W R N t), constraint (8) becomes:´N
Which implies, W min · 2t · b N, a more restrictive lower bound on N, than constraint (5).
Complete write operations are decodable.: A complete write must be sufficient to decode a data-item. To achieve this property, m W min b
It is safe to let m 1 (i.e., replication). But, we are interested in the space-efficiency offered by erasure codes. As such, the upper bound on m is of interest, since the size of data-fragments are inversely proportional to m. Given the above constraints, there is still a large space from which to select values for W min , R min , W , R, and N. To limit the scope of this investigation, we focus on the smallest values of parameters W min , R min , and N that provide the desired properties. Assuming the most aggressive read and write policies, W R N t, constraints (1), (7) , and (9), demand that,
Thus, we focus on the threshold values W min t · 2b · 1, R min 2t · 2b · 1, and N 3t · 3b · 1, which meet all of the constraints.
Data encoding
The implementation of AE Ç ´µ and Ç ´µ are very important to the properties achieved by the protocol in Figure 2 . Here, we describe three mechanisms that can be incorporated into their implementation, and the properties that these mechanisms provide.
Cross checksums: Cross checksums are used to detect if Byzantine storage-nodes corrupt data-fragments that they host. After erasure coding, a cryptographic hash of each data-fragment is computed, and the set of N hashes is concatenated to form the cross checksum of the data-fragments. The cross checksum is then appended to each data-fragment. A read operation uses the cross checksum to validate the integrity of datafragments: each data-fragment that does not match its portion of the cross checksum is discarded. More than b matching instances of the cross checksum must be observed before it is used to validate data-fragments.
Cross checksums of erasure-coded data were proposed by Gong [17] . Krawczyk [28] extended cross checksums to make use of error-correcting codes; the space-efficiency of Krawczyk's distributed fingerprints comes at a cost in computation and complexity. Validated cross checksums: In system models that admit Byzantine clients, cross checksums can be extended to detect Byzantine clients who write data-fragments that are not consistent (i.e., where different sets of m data-fragments reconstruct a different data-item). Given m data-fragments that are consistent with a cross checksum received from more than b storage nodes, the reading client regenerates the remaining N m data-fragments. If any of these N m generated data-fragments are inconsistent with the cross checksum, then decoding fails.
Note that this procedure requires that any m data-fragments uniquely determine the other N m. This holds for the erasure-coding schemes that we employ.
When employing this mechanism, there are two options for where to place the cross checksum. In the first, the cross checksum is embedded as the low order bits of the logical timestamp of the write operation; we call this construction a self-validating timestamp. The second option is to leave the timestamp construction unchanged, and to append the cross checksum to each data-fragment as above. In this case, it is necessary to impose the constraint 2W min N · b to prevent a Byzantine client from completing writes of two distinct data-items with the same logical time. Short secret sharing: Short secret sharing [29] provides data confidentiality so long as fewer than m datafragments are observed. Thus, if m b, Byzantine storage-nodes are prevented (computationally) from leaking information about the contents of data-items. Information about access patterns and data-item size can still be leaked, of course.
Other members of protocol family
There are several branches of the protocol family which yield interesting protocols: achieved properties can be weakened, stronger assumptions can be made, and repair can be leveraged.
The asynchronous protocol described, achieves strong liveness guarantees. Granting Byzantine storagenodes the power to prevent read operations from completing creates a larger set of valid protocol thresholds -these are attractive if the lower bounds on W min , R min , and N are of concern. We do not experiment with protocols that do not achieve the above properties in this work.
The assumption of synchrony defines another branch of the protocol family tree. This assumption introduces the ability to have loosely synchronized clocks and to detect crashed storage-nodes via timeouts.
The former is used to make Ì ÌÁÅ ´µ a local operation (cf. line 1 of the write operation). In this case, global time is used as the high bits of the logical timestamp. This reduces a write operation to a single round Table 1 : Example protocol instances. The protocol thresholds are listed for the set of protocol instances evaluated in Section 6.
All protocol instances listed employ the most aggressive write and read policy possible (e.g., W R N t in the asynchronous model).
of communication with storage-nodes. The definition of operation duration is extended by the clock skew of the clock synchronization protocol. Many have exploited the fact that messaging overhead and round-trip counts can be reduced with loosely synchronized clocks (e.g, Adya et. al [2, 3] ).
Since crashed storage-nodes can be detected in the synchronous model, W N and R N are allowable write and read policies. Consequently, the lower bounds on protocol thresholds in the synchronous model are lower than in the asynchronous. As well, responses from all correct storage-nodes can be solicited; the lower bound on the range of candidate sets that are unclassifiable can be reduced to b (from t · b in the asynchronous model).
Introducing repair into the protocol enables it to provide linearizability rather than linearizability with read aborts. To accomplish this, all unclassifiable candidates must be repairable. This constraint reduces the upper bound on m, making the protocol less space-efficient. However, the lower bound on N is also reduced; with repair, Byzantine storage-nodes need not be prevented from making complete write operations by correct clients unclassifiable. We include repairable protocols for the asynchronous and synchronous models in our experiments.
The members of the protocol family that we evaluate in Section 6 are listed in Table 1 . The values of N and W min in the asynchronous and asynchronous with repair systems are lower bounds. For synchronous systems, we experiment with thresholds we know to be correct (i.e., that achieve the desired properties), but we believe are not lower bounds (i.e., we have not completed the proof sketch for lower bounds yet, but our intuition is that N can be much lower).
Byzantine clients
If an authorized client is Byzantine, there is little a storage system can do to prevent the client from corrupting data. Such a client can delete data or modify it arbitrarily. The best a storage system can do is provide mechanisms that facilitate the detection of incorrect clients and the recovery from Byzantine client actions.
Storage-based intrusion detection could assist in the detection of malicious clients [46, 56] . As well, since the consistency protocol makes use of fine-grained versioning storage-nodes (i.e., self-securing storage [57] ), recovery and diagnosis from detected storage intrusions is possible. Maliciously deleted data can be recovered, and arbitrarily modified data can be rolled back to its pre-intrusion state.
Encoding mechanisms can limit the power of Byzantine clients; however, they still have some power. Worse, collusion with Byzantine storage-nodes enables a Byzantine client to perform a write operation that is guaranteed to be unclassifiable (without repair, such operations result in read aborts). A Byzantine client can perform a large number of intentional partial write operations such that a subsequent read operation must issue many read requests to complete. Finally, a Byzantine client can perform write operations that result in integrity faults. In some situations, such faults cannot be masked, though they are always detected.
In a synchronous system, in which clients use synchronized clocks, Byzantine clients can perform write operations "in the future". Synchronizing storage-nodes clocks with client clocks would enable storage-nodes to bound how far into the future write operations can be performed (e.g., to 2τ).
Prototype implementation
This section describes a survivable block-store based on erasure-coding schemes, versioning storage nodes, and the consistency protocol described in Section 4. The client software can be configured to support different system model assumptions and failure tolerances. A given configuration affects the protocol thresholds and particular erasure-coding scheme utilized.
The system consists of clients and storage-nodes. The client module provides a block-level interface to higher level software, and uses a simple read-write RPC interface to communicate with storage-nodes. The client module is responsible for encoding and decoding data-item blocks to and from data-fragments, and for the execution of the consistency protocol. The storage-nodes are responsible for storing data-item fragments and their versions.
Storage-nodes
Storage-nodes provide storage and retrieval of data-fragment versions for clients. Table 2 shows the interface exported by a storage-node.
We use the Comprehensive Versioning File System [55] as the versioning storage-nodes. Time: Storage-nodes provide an interface for retrieving the logical time of a data-item, but do not enforce its use. In the synchronous timing model, recall, clients are correct in using their local clocks as logical timestamps. To break ties, the client ID and request ID are concatenated to the logical timestamp. Writes: In addition to data, each write request contains a linkage record and, optionally, data-item cross checksums. The cross checksums are stored with the data-fragment. The linkage record consists of the addresses of all the storage-nodes in the set of N for a specific data-item. Since there is no create call, the linkage information must be transmitted on each write request. Linkage records enable storage-nodes to perform decentralized garbage collection of old versions. Linkage records are similar to the "stripe maps" used in Cheops [4] and Palladio [16] . Indeed, the linkage record structure is introduced by Amiri and Golding in [5] . Reads: By default, a read request returns the data of the most current data-fragment version, as determined by the logical timestamps that accompany the write requests. To improve performance, read requests may also return a limited version history of the data-fragment being requested (with no corresponding data).
Each history entry consists of a Ð ÒØ ÐÓ Ð Ø Ñ ×Ø ÑÔ¸ÓÓ
tuple. This version history information allows clients to classify earlier writes without extra requests to storage-nodes. The cookie is an opaque data handle that can be returned to the storage-node on a subsequent read to efficiently request the data version that matches a given history entry. Data versioning: The storage-node implementation uses a log-structured data organization to reduce the cost of data versioning. Like previous researchers [57] , our experiences indicate that retaining every version and performing local garbage collection come with minimal performance cost (a few percent). Also, previous research ( [48] , [57] ) indicates that the space required to retain multi-day version histories is feasible. Garbage Collection: Pruning old versions, or garbage collection, is necessary to prevent capacity exhaustion of the backend storage-nodes. A storage-node in isolation, by the very nature of the protocol, cannot determine what local data-fragment versions are safe to garbage-collect. This is because write completeness is a property of a set of storage-nodes, and not of a single storage-node. An individual storage-node can garbage-collect a data-fragment version if there exists a later data-fragment version that is part of a complete write. Storage-nodes are able to classify writes by executing the consistency protocol in the same manner as the client. Classification requires that storage-nodes know how to contact the other N 1 nodes hosting the write operation. Linkage records provide this information. As well, they also provide a means of access control; a storage-node can deny requests from all nodes not contained within the linkage record for a given data-fragment. In addition, implementation does not require the use of additional RPCs. Furthermore, garbage collection does not require the transfer of data, only that of history version information.
Policy issues remain regarding the frequency with which storage-nodes should perform garbage collection and the granularity at which it should be done.
Clients
The bulk of the consistency protocol is handled by the clients. The clients are responsible for encoding data blocks into data-fragments and storing them across a set of distributed storage-nodes. The clients are also responsible for enforcing the consistency properties through the correct classification of read requests.
Client interface and organization
In the current implementation, the client-side module is accessed through a set of library interface calls. These procedures allow applications to control the encoding scheme, the protocol threshold values (N, R, R min , W , W min ), failure model (b, t, Byzantine clients), and timing model (synchronous or asynchronous), as well as more routine parameters such as block size. The client protocol routines are implemented in such a way that different parameters may be specified for different sets of data-items. Writes: The client write path is implemented as follows. First, depending on the timing model, a logical timestamp is created. In the asynchronous case, this involves sending requests to at least R min storage-nodes in order to retrieve the data-item time. In the synchronous model, the client's clock is read (all clients are synchronized using NTP [41] ). A client specific request ID and client ID are then appended to create the logical timestamp.
Next, the data block is encoded into data-fragments using the specified scheme (see Section 5.2.2). A set of storage-nodes are then selected. If the write is a block overwrite, a list of storage-nodes must be passed into the write procedure, if not, a set of nodes is selected randomly from a list of well-known storage-nodes. Better procedures for selecting "good" storage-nodes are outside the scope of this paper.
Finally, write requests for each encoded data-fragment are issued to the set of N storage-nodes. Each write includes the linkage record, cross checksum, and logical timestamp. The write completes once W min completions have been successfully returned. Upon completion, the linkage record is returned to the caller. The remaining N W responses are dropped by the client, although the writes may execute at the storagenodes. Reads: The client read path is somewhat more complicated, since it executes the resolution portion of the consistency algorithm. The application is expected to provide the linkage record naming the set of N storage-nodes from a previous write. Read requests are issued to the first R min storage-nodes, so that systematic decoding of the data can be performed if all requests are successful. Once the R min requests have completed, read classification begins.
Read classification proceeds as described in the pseudo code, in Figure 2 , with a few optimizations. Since storage-nodes return a set of data-fragment version histories, the client need issue fewer read requests for timestamps of previous versions. Classification continues until either a complete read is found or the client exhausts the set of storage-nodes it can query.
Once classification completes and a complete read has been found, decoding of the data block can be attempted. To do so, it is necessary to have data from at least m data-fragments belonging to the same logical timestamp. If the data from fewer than m matching data-fragments are available (due to the use of version history information), it is necessary to request additional data from storage-nodes hosting the candidate write. Once m matching data-fragments have been collected, decoding is performed.
If cross checksums are in use (to tolerate Byzantine failures), checksum validation is first performed. If checksum validation fails, the integrity of the data-item cannot be guaranteed and the implementation currently returns an integrity fault. Similarly, if validated cross checksums or self-validating timestamps fail, an integrity fault occurs. If the data block is successfully decoded, it is returned to the client. Metadata: For simplicity and modularity of the implementation, it is assumed that the client application maintains metadata as to where data blocks are stored (i.e., the linkage records). For example, to build a file system, linkage records could be stored within directories and inodes that are themselves stored by the block store. In this case, there must be some way of determining the root of the file system. For our experiments, a static set of N storage-nodes are used, obviating the need to save individual linkage records.
Encode and decode implementation
The encode and decode functions are tuned for efficiency. Erasure coding is used when availability is the focus and short secret sharing when confidentiality (from servers) is desired. This subsection describes both, as well as cryptographic algorithms. Erasure codes: Although we have implementations of replication and RAID (i.e., single parity block), we focus on erasure codes that can protect against more than a single or double erasure.
Our erasure code implementation stripes the data-item across the first m data-fragments. Each stripefragment consists of 1 m the length of the original data-item.
Stripe-fragments are used to generate the code-fragments. Code-fragments are created by treating the m stripe-fragments as a vector of y values for some unique x value in a Galois Field -polynomial interpolation within the Galois Field based on the stripe-fragments yields the code-fragments. Each code-fragment has a unique x value as well. We use a Galois Field of size 2 8 so that each byte in the data-item corresponds to a single y coordinate. This decision limits us to 256 unique x coordinates (i.e., N 256).
Since the polynomial is interpolated at the x coordinate points many times, interpolation coefficients are precalculated using "Newton's Formula" [27] . Given these m ¢´N mµ constants, each of the N m code-fragment interpolations require m multiplications and 2m additions. Multiplication in the Galois Field is implemented as a lookup table (i.e., a 2 8 ¢ 2 8 
B 64 KB lookup table is used). Addition in the Galois
Field is just bitwise XOR. Although this implementation more closely resembles the algorithm described by Shamir for sharing secrets [54] , we refer to it as information dispersal [49] because of its lack of secrecy. Our implementation of polynomial interpolation was originally based on publicly available code for information dispersal [13] . We note that Hal Finney's 'secsplit.c' was acknowledged in [13] . We modified the source to make use of stripe-fragments and the lookup table. As well, some loops were unrolled so that addition (XOR) could occur on word boundaries, rather than byte boundaries.
Stripe-fragments make the erasure code a systematic encoding. If the first m data-fragments are passed into the decode function, no polynomial interpolation is required -the stripe-fragments need only be copied into the data-item buffer. Each stripe-unit passed in to decode reduces the number of fragments that must be interpolated during decode by one. Short secret sharing: Our implementation of short secret sharing closely follows [29] . We use a cryptographically secure pseudo-random number generator to generate an encryption key. The key is used to encrypt the data-item buffer under AES in CBC mode. Data-fragments written to storage-nodes consist of a fragment based on the key and a fragment based on the encrypted data-item.
The key is erasure-coded using Secret Sharing [54] . In secret sharing, the data-item is treated as a data-fragment, m 1 random data-fragments are generated, and N m · 1 code-fragments are interpolated. The data-fragment based on the data-item is not stored (i.e., the key is not stored).
The portions of data-fragments that correspond to the encrypted data-item are generated using the erasure code technique outlined above.
To decode m data-fragments, the first portions are decoded via secret sharing to recover the key. The encrypted data-item is recovered via the normal decode technique for erasure-coded data described above. Finally, the key is used to decrypt the data-item. Cryptographic algorithms: We use publicly available implementations of SHA1 [13] , a cryptographically secure pseudo-random number generator (based on ANSI X9.17 Appendix C) [13] , and AES [15] . We note that Steve Reid is acknowledged as the originator of the SHA1 code [13] .
Evaluation
This section uses the prototype system to evaluate performance characteristics of the protocol family.
Experimental setup
We use a cluster of 20 machines to perform experiments. Each machine is a dual 1GHz Pentium III machine with 384 MB of memory. Each storage-node uses a 9GB Quantum Atlas 10K as the storage device. The machines are connected through a 100Mb switch. All machines run the Linux 2.4.20 SMP kernel.
Each storage-node is configured with 128 MB of data cache, and no caching is done on the clients. All experiments show results using write-back caching at the storage nodes, mimicking availability of 16 MB of non-volatile RAM. This allows us to focus on the overheads introduced by the protocol and not those introduced by the disk subsystem.
All experiments employ a similar base policy:
Clients issue writes to all N storage-nodes, but wait for only W min responses.
Clients read the first R min storage-nodes, where the first m data-fragments are stored, taking advantage of systematic encodings.
Clients write in a manner such that the systematically encoded data-fragments (i.e., the stripe-fragments) are randomly distributed across storage-nodes, avoiding hot spots due to the above read policy.
Clients keep a fixed number of read and write operations outstanding. Once an operation completes, a new operation is issued. Unless otherwise specified, requests are for 16 KB blocks with a 2:1 ratio of reads to writes.
Information dispersal is employed in all experiments for which b 0. Short-secret sharing and cross checksums are employed in all experiments for which b 0.
For the asynchronous model, clients fetch logical times from storage-nodes before issuing a write. sharing, WC means worst case, CC means cross checksum, and VCC means validated cross checksum. Measurements of decode cost assume a systematic decoding using stripe-fragments, except for the worst case decode measurement.
Encode and decode performance
The blowup of an erasure code indicates the proportion of network and storage capacity consumed by the encoded data. The blowup has a significant impact on the performance of systems that use erasure codes. Note, in coding theory, the inverse of the blowup is called the rate of a code (i.e., blowup is not a standard term from coding theory).
For our basic erasure code, the blowup is N m . In Figure 3 , the blowup of the erasure codes are 6t·1 2t·1 . So, for t 2, m 5, N 13, and the blowup of the encoding is 13 5 . Thus, a 16 KB block is encoded into 13 data-fragments, each of which is 3 2 KB in size. In total, these data-fragments consume 41.6 KB of network and storage capacity.
A more complicated formula for blowup is required for short secret sharing and cross checksums. Both mechanisms add additional overhead: the space for secret sharing the key and the space for the cross checksum respectively.
The three solid lines in Figure 3 show performance for IDA encode and decode. The cost of IDA encode grows with t because m grows with t; the cost of interpolating each code byte grows with m.
The common-case IDA decode exploits the systematic encoding to achieve near-zero computation cost sharing.
The cryptographic algorithms we use have the following performance characteristics on the testbed systems: AES 17.6 MB/s, SHA1 66.4 MB/s, and random number generation 4.6 MB/s.
Protocol overheads
To evaluate the overhead of the protocol under different system models, we consider asynchronous and synchronous members of the protocol family over a range of failure tolerance. We examine the mean response time of a single request from a single client, as well as the system throughput of multiple clients with multiple requests outstanding as failure tolerance scales. Figure 4 shows mean response times for several system configurations using the base constraints (i.e., those without repair in Table 1 ). Figure 5 shows mean response times using the repair constraints.
Response time
The mean response times are plotted as a function of t, the total number of failures the system can handle. Notice, as t increases, so do R min , W min , and N (see Table 1 for equations). Three lines are shown for each of the asynchronous and synchronous models; those that tolerate b 0, b 1, and b t Byzantine failures out of the t tolerated failures. To put these parameters in context, consider the asynchronous protocol with b t in Figure 4 . The line for this protocol is only plotted until t 3. At this point, there are N 3t · 3b · 1 9 · 9 · 1 19 storage-nodes.
The focus of these plots is on slope of the lines. The slope shows the protocol overheads in terms of network cost, since the number of storage-nodes that are accessed is increased. The flatness of the lines shows that most network transmissions can be fully overlapped. The slope of the lines is dictated by both the number of nodes and the blowup of the encoding.
The blowup of encoding directly affects the amount of data put on the wire. The impact of this can most clearly be seen in Figure 5 for the b=0 lines. Both original lines have m 1, i.e., data-fragment size equals the original data-item size -replication is being used. This gives an increase in the amount of network This results in a slightly lower availability, because there is one more storage-node that could fail, but much improved performance (by just over a factor of two for t 7). This is a prime example of why supporting erasure codes is desirable.
The difference in cost between Sync: b=0 and Async: b=0 is the sum of the cost of short secret sharing versus IDA and the extra round-trip time to fetch the logical timestamp. The b=t lines have higher latencies because R min , W min , and N grow at a larger rate in relation to t. Figure 6 shows the throughput of a system of seven storage-nodes, in terms of requests/second, as a function of client load. Each client keeps four requests outstanding to increase the load generated. Each client accesses a distinct set of blocks, contributing to load without creating concurrent accesses to specific blocks.
Throughput
As expected, throughput scales with the number of clients, until servers cannot handle more load, because of network saturation. The b=0 configurations provides higher throughput because the blowup is smaller (i.e., the total network bandwidth consumed per operation is lower). The Async configurations generally saturate sooner than Sync configurations, because they also query servers for logical timestamp values on write requests.
Concurrency
To measure the effect of concurrency on the system, we measure multi-client throughput when accessing overlapping block sets. The experiment makes use of four clients; each client has four operations outstanding. Each client accesses a range of eight data blocks, with no two outstanding requests going to the same block. The number of blocks in a client's block range that clients share is denoted as the concurrency level; e.g., at a concurrency of six, six blocks are shared among all clients, while two blocks are reserved exclusively for each client. Blocks are chosen from a uniform random distribution, with a read/write ratio of 50%.
At the highest concurrency level (i.e., all eight blocks are in contention by all clients), we observed neither significant drops in the bandwidth nor significant increases in mean response time. However, the standard deviations of bandwidth and response time did rise slightly. Instead of plotting response time or throughput, the discussion focuses on the subtle interactions between the protocol and concurrency.
At the highest concurrency level, we observed that the initial candidate is classified as complete 89% of the time. In the remaining 11% of the cases, more information is required. The request latencies for the latter cases increased slightly due to the extra round trips necessary to complete classification. Since this occurs so seldom, and since round trip times are fairly small, the effect on mean response time is minimal.
The other case worthy of more detail is that of aborted reads due to read/write concurrency.
Aborted reads
A write operation that is in flight concurrently to a read operation may be observed by the read as partial (although it may later complete). If a read observes a partial write that is unclassifiable (according to the classification constraints), it has to abort. This is even true in the absence of failures. We call these types of aborts, false aborts. This section examines the effect of concurrency on false aborts. Figure 7 shows the percentage of read operations that abort due to read-write concurrency as a function of system concurrency. The Sync:b=0 configuration never aborts due to read-write concurrency in the case of no storage-node failures. This is because it is always able to obtain perfect information about the system. All writes are classifiable as either partial or as complete.
The other three configurations, Async: b=0, b=1, Sync: b=1, operate under imperfect information. Imperfect information comes from either having to tolerate liars (Byzantine nodes) or from not being able to wait for communication from all storage-nodes (asynchronous model). The number of read aborts in each of the above three configurations is proportional to the amount of information that is unavailable.
The protocol constraints preclude the Sync: b=1 configuration from believing one response given it hears back from N. The Async: b=0, t=2 configuration is precluded from communicating with t 2 nodes. Finally the Async: b=1, t=1 configuration is precluded from communicating with t 1 nodes and believing an additional b 1 nodes. The difference in magnitude between the two Async lines comes from the ratio of W min to R min . In the Async: b=1, t=1 configuration, there are 6 4 ¡ combinations that a read could observe, while in the Async: b=0, t=2 configuration there are only 5 3 ¡ such combinations.
Retries
Since false aborts occur due to read/write concurrency (not failures), retrying reads may lead to the determination of a complete value as the system makes progress. Even the case of continuing high concurrency, one can reduce the probability of observing a complete write by varying the retry attempts. We experimentally ran a configuration that retried aborted reads. With a maximum of three retries, we observed one abort in 16000 sample requests. Continuing retries whenever new responses are observed can reduce this further. Retries could be used to mimic the "listeners" approach of Martin et al. [39] . Instead of storage-nodes forwarding updates to clients that are listening, clients could poll storage-nodes for updates if a read operation encounters an unclassifiable candidate. In this manner, the client may determine that its read operation is concurrent to some write operations. Such information can be used to return any of the concurrent write operations. Such an approach could allow more read operations to complete or could reduce the number of retries necessary to complete.
Summary
This paper describes a family of consistency protocols for configurable, survivable storage systems using erasure codes for data storage. With the same storage-nodes and client-server protocol, thresholds can be configured to allow collections of blocks to be stored consistently and efficiently under a wide range of failure and communcation assumptions. Experiments with a prototype demonstrate efficiency across many points in this range.
Of the space the protocol covers, there is still much to explore. We plan to consider the protocol in a timed asynchronous system model [11] . In the timed asynchronous model, in which some assumptions are made about the expected message delay time, we expect to achieve similar properties as in the asynchronous model, but require lower threshold values to achieve such properties. We believe that tighter lower bounds can be derived for threshold values in the synchronous timing model, and we plan to ascertain these lower bounds. Finally, we plan to complete thorough analyses of the protocol performance under many conditions: wide area system model, network failures, storage-node failures, client failures, etc. Since the protocol is broadly applicable, there is much to explore.
